
Final Examination CS 4235 Summer 2008
A tribute to GT graduating seniors from (Name + GT Account Name):

Answer each question, showing work and providing explanation as appropriate. Don’t worry
about performing any arithmetic.

(1) A new anti-spam startup called Spamatron has released version 1.0 of their product spambag.
Like any detector, it suffers from false positives and false negatives. Consider the following
diagram that compares spambag to a similar product called blechspam:
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Figure 1: Comparison of two spam products

(2 points) What rate of true positives corresponds to 0 false-positives? 0

Suppose that a false positive rate of 10% is considered acceptible and that systems are tuned
with that sensitivity. Use the graph above to determine (approximate) vales where appropriate.

(2 points) For spambag and blechspam, how many messages out of 100,000 would each correctly
flag as spam? spambag:

.35*100000
= 35000,
blechspam
.7*100000 =
70000

(2 points) For spambag and blechspam, how many messages out of 100,000 would each incor-
rectly flag as spam (i.e., false positive)? spambag ==

blechspam
== 10000

(2 points) For spambag and blechspam, how many messages would be incorrectly not flagged
as spam (i.e., false negative)? spambag =

100000 -
(35000+10000)
= 55000,
blechspam
= 100000 -
(70000+10000)
= 20000

(6 points) Suppose that blechspam costs $4,800 and spambag costs $2,000. Assume 90% of all



email messages are spam. If false-positives cost 50 cents and false-negatives cost 1 cent each,
which is the better product to purchase for processing 100,000 messages? spambag

costs:
.5*10000 =
$5000 (false
positives),
55000*.01
= $550,
=¿ 5550 //
blechspam:
.5*100000 =
$5000 (false
positive),
20000*.01 =
200, =¿ 5200
// spambag
$5550 +
$2000 =
$7550,
blechspam
$5200 +
$4800 =
$10000 //
spambag is
better

(2) Read the following passage from Wired Magazine and answer the questions that follow

Last week’s dramatic rescue of 15 hostages held by the guerrilla organization FARC was the
result of months of intricate deception on the part of the Colombian government. At the center
was a classic X attack. In a X attack, the attacker inserts himself between two communicating
parties. Both believe they’re talking to each other, and the attacker can delete or modify the
communications at will.

The Wall Street Journal reported how this gambit played out in Colombia: “The plan had a
chance of working because, for months, in an operation one army officer likened to a ‘broken
telephone,’ military intelligence had been able to convince Ms. Betancourt’s captor, Gerardo
Aguilar, a guerrilla known as ‘Cesar,’ that he was communicating with his top bosses in the
guerrillas’ seven-man secretariat. Army intelligence convinced top guerrilla leaders that they
were talking to Cesar. In reality, both were talking to army intelligence.”

This ploy worked because Cesar and his guerrilla bosses didn’t know one another well. They
didn’t recognize one anothers’ voices, and didn’t have a friendship or shared history that could
have tipped them off about the ruse. X is defeated by context, and the FARC guerrillas didn’t
have any.

And that’s why X is such a problem online: Internet communication is often stripped of any
context. There’s no way to recognize someone’s face. There’s no way to recognize someone’s
voice. When you receive an e-mail purporting to come from a person or organization, you have
no idea who actually sent it. When you visit a website, you have no idea if you’re really visiting
that website. We all like to pretend that we know who we’re communicating with — and for
the most part, of course, there isn’t any attacker inserting himself into our communications —
but in reality, we don’t. And there are lots of hacker tools that exploit this unjustified trust,
and implement X attacks.

(4 points) What is the computer security term X being discussed above? Man in the
middle

(3 points) If FARC had instructed everyone in their organization to always start conversations
by checking for knowledge of specific details of the last conversation, would they have been able
to thwart the liberators? If so, how? If not, explain. No, the liber-

ators could
overhear a
conversation
and then
start a new
conversation
with the
necessary
details in
hand



(5 points) If the story above concerned textual messages instead of spoken communications,
describe how each of the following could have been employed to thwart the liberators: symmetric
cryptography, asymmetric cryptography, cryptographic hashing / digital signatures FARC could

have used
either sym or
asym crypto
to send secret
messages and
could have
used hashes
to verify
authenticity

(4 points) The story above mentions “context” as being key to precluding such attacks. It
goes on to say that context is missing in many Internet communications, but lots of work has
gone into securing e-commerce communications, such as shopping on Amazon. What acts as
“context” for a user to securely shop on Amazon? (Hint: Public key encryption is involved.) A verisign

cert if built
into your
browser

(3) Consider the red teaming assignment.

(4 points) The instructions stated that groups should not scan the public network because
“alarms would go off” and Mike would get in trouble. Does that statement imply the existence
of a firewall, intrusion detection system, SSL, or some combination? Explain. IDS: firewalls

do not neces-
sarily alarm

(3 points) What assignment requirement did the use of traceroute pertain to? Why would it
be useful to a hacker to have this information? Network

diagram,
helps with
hacker intel

(3 points) One had to provide the group login and password to log onto the bastion host. Did
that constitute authentication of an identity or an individual? Explain. Identity,

each group
had several
individuals



(3 points) Using nmap, teams learned the version of various network services. Why would
knowing the version of a network service be valuable to a hacker? Old versions

often have
vulnerabili-
ties

(4) In the 1990s, a best practice emerged of configuring Internet mail servers to only send
messages on behalf of valid users of the given system. This change happened because spammers
were using arbitrary email servers to relay spam. Some managers resisted implementing this
change because they feared that it might inconvenience a customer whose email client was set
up strangely and required the older configuration to work properly, thereby possibly costing
the company a business opportunity. The cost of making the change and the risk of the change
causing a problem both represent a financial detriment, yet there is no obvious financial gain
from implementing the change; the gain was for the Internet community as a whole.

(3 points) State an ethical principal that would compel a company to implement the new best
practice. (There’s no “right answer,” points will be awarded based on understanding how ethics
applies to this situation). Computer

systems
should not
cause harm
to any users

(3 points) What policy might the company enact that would implement the ethical consideration
above? Only deliver

mail locally

(3 points) Give an example of a different security scenario that would require action by the
company given that they embraced the ethical principal and new policy you stated above. The company

must patch
its computers
quickly if a
vulnerability
is discovered
so no other
net users
end up being
attacked

(5) (4 points) In the realm of databases, what is the purpose of the commit flag? How does it
relate to computer security? ensures data

integrity
by making
sure only
full commits
happen



(6) (3 points) Scatcorp has decided to allow employees to query the average salary of em-
ployees with a given job classification. The average salary was observed to increase when a
new employee was hired, which allowed an employee to figure out the new employee’s salary.
Circle whether this situation constitutes a negative result disclosure, a pair tree attack, or a
mean inference attack .

(5 points) Scatcorp is considering fixing the problem above by either of two methods. Method
1 is releasing the “band” that the average salary for a given job title lies in ($50,000 - $59,999;
$60,000 - $69,999; etc.). Method 2 introduces random perturbation, so that the average salary
is computed internally, but the result returned to by the query is randomized ±10%. Describe
how each of these remediations would obviate the problem above. Make sure to note any
shortcomings of each remediation. Bands would

reduce the
precision in
the short
term, but
long term
you get more
precise data.
Random
noise works
for one query
but can be
defeated
with multiple
queries

(7) Dawgs Software, Incorporated has devised a method to determine if any image file contains
the likeness of Britney Spears, and has implemented the method in java, and plans to market
the software under the name “Oops, I found Britney again.”

(6 points) The company wants to ensure that no one is allowed to distribute the program
resulting from the java code, and they also want to ensure that noone uses the same method of
Britney detection. Lastly, they want to disallow any other company from naming their software
“Oops, I found Britney again.” Suggest a course of action (based on several legal constructs)
they can use to accomplish these goals. Copyright

the code,
patent the
method,
trademark
the phrase

(3 points) “Oops, I found Britney again” has a hidden feature that detects images of Britney
that have been hidden in other images. What term describes this hiding? covert

channel or
steganogra-
phy

(8) (5 points) Consider RSA decryption: c = me (mod n), where c is the ciphertext, m is the
secret message (plaintext), e is the public key exponent, and n is the modulus (also public)



given by multiplying the two secret primes p and q (n = pq). Why is it safe to disclose n
publicly when one could use it to search for p and q? It’s hard

(exponential
time) to
factor an
integer

(9) (4 points) Describe a piece of malware that would be considered a virus but not a worm. evil program
on a burned
CD that puts
itself on all
new CDs
burned on a
system

(10) (0 points) Pei and Mike hope you enjoyed the final. Please feel free to leave any comments
on the class here. Happy trails!


